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We introduce the abstract notion of an ordered differential field and show 
that some of the basic asymptotic growth properties of differentiable functions 
can be discussed within this setting. However, in order to ensure that log x + co 
as x + co, we have to assume that the field of constants is archimedean. 
1. PRELIMINARY REMARKS 
An ordered d@erentialfield is a differential field [3] which is at the same 
time an ordered field, with respect to a specified order relation, <. The 
operation of differentiation will be denoted by D or, alternatively, by 
a prime, ‘. Evidently, an ordered differential field has characteristic 0. 
We mention the following non-trivial examples: 
1.1. Let F be an ordered field and let G = F(x) where x is an inde- 
terminate. An operation of differentiation on G is defined uniquely by 
Dx = 1 together with Da = 0 for all a E F. Let p(x) E F[x], p(x) # 0, 
1.2. p(x) = a, + a,x + ... + anxn, n 3 0, ai E F, j = 0 ,..., n, a, # 0. 
We define an ordering of G uniquely by putting p(x) > 0 if a, > 0 or, 
equivalently, if p(a) > 0 for sufficiently large positive values a E F. 
1.3. With G = F(x) defined as in 1.1, and with the same operation of 
differentiation, let p(x) be given by 1.2. Define p(x) > 0 if (-1)” a, > 0 
or, equivalently, if p(a) > 0 for all negative a E F that are sufficiently 
large in absolute value. 
1.4. Let Cp be the set of real function f(x) which are defined and 
infinitely differentiable for sufficiently large (positive) values of x. Two 
such functions are to be regarded as equivalent if they coincide for 
sufficiently large values of X. Let Y be the set of the corresponding 
equivalence classes, 01 = [f]. Y becomes a ring under the operations 
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induced by the pointwise addition and multiplication of the functions 
of di. Moreover, differentiation in CD induces an operation of differentiation 
in !P by the definition Dlf] = [Of]. Thus, Y may be regarded as a differ- 
ential ring. Let G be a subring of Y/ which is also a field such that for any 
(Y, p E G, where 01 = [f], /3 = [g], the difference f - g does not change 
sign for sufficiently large x, i.e., remains either positive or negative, or 
identically 0. Then the definition cy. > p iff - g is positive for sufficiently 
large x turns G into an ordered field. Such a field is called a Hardy field. 
Example 1.1 above may be regarded as a Hardy field if we identify x with 
the function f(x) = x, but there are many other examples of Hardy 
fields [l]. It has been shown that the real closure of a Hardy field can be 
represented as a Hardy field [4]. 
-- 
1.5. Let F = Q(t, -\/I - t2), where Q is the field of rational numbers, 
and t is indeterminate. We define an order in F by identifying t with some 
fixed transcendental number between 0 and I, and by choosing the -- 
positive value of -\/l - t2. Next, we turn F into a differential field by -- 
putting Dt = 111 - P. This yields 
D 1/l - t” = - __-- Dt = -t, 
i-t2 
so that t satisfies the differential equation 
1.6. t” + t = 0. Finally, we adjoin a new indeterminate x, with -- 
Dx = 1. This yields a differential field G = F(x) = Q(t, $11 - t2, x). 
Let G be an ordered differential field. The set G, = {v E G 1 y’ = 0} 
constitutes an ordered subfield of G, its field of constants. G, contains 
the field of rational numbers, Q. We call a E Gfinite if 1 a 1 < a, for some 
a0 E Go, and we call a E G infinitesimal or injinitely small if 1 a 1 < a, for 
all positive a, E Go . If a is not finite it is said to be injinite. If a - b is 
infinitesimal for a, b E G then a is infinitely close to b. 
We write a < b, for a, b E G, if b # 0 and a/b is infinitesimal, and in 
the same situation we also write b > a. If neither a < b nor b < a then 
we write a x b. Thus, a x b if either a = b = 0 or if a # 0, b # 0 and 
there exist c1 , c2 E Go , 0 < c1 < c2 such that c1 < j a/b 1 < c2 . For the 
case of a Hardy field, this corresponds to the notation of [2]. Thus, if 
a = [f ] and b = [g], and b -# 0, then a < b if and only if 
limJ= 03, etc. x-m g 
We write a N b if a # 0, b # 0, and a/b is infinitely close to 1 and also 
if a = b = 0. This again corresponds to the notation of [2]. 
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2. REGULAR ORDERED DIFFERENTIAL FIELDS 
An ordered differential field G will be said to be regular if it satisfies 
the following two conditions: 
2.1. If y E G is positive infinite then y’ > 0. 
2.2. There is a positive infinite y E G such that y‘ = 1. 
Observe that, if y satisfies y’ = 1, then (y + c)’ = 1 for any constant c, 
c E G, . Moreover, if y,’ = 1 and yz’ = 1, then ( y1 - yz)’ = 0, so that 
y1 and yz differ by a constant. Thus, if y1 is infinite, yz is infinite also. It 
follows, taking into account 2.1, that any y which satisfies y’ = 1 must 
be positive infinite. We shall use the symbol x to denote a particular 
element such that x’ = 1. This is consistent with 1.1, 1.3-1.5. 
Let G be a regular ordered differential field. The following lemmas 
(2.3-2.5) are basic: 
2.3. Suppose that a E G is finite. Then a’ is intnitesimal. 
Proof. Suppose that a E G is finite and let c be an arbitrary positive 
constant in G. Then cx is positive infinite and so therefore is cx - a. 
Hence, D(cx - a) = c - a’ > 0, i.e., a’ < c. Similarly, cx + a is positive 
infinite and so c + a’ > 0, a’ > -c. Hence, / a’ I < c, a’ is infinitesimal. 
2.4. Let b be positive intnite and let a’ - cb’ >, 0 for some constant c. 
Then a - (c - 6)b > 0 where 6 is any positive constant. 
Proof. With the stated assumptions on a, b, c, and 6, suppose that 
a - (c - S)b < 0. Then cb - a = ((c - S)b - a) + 6b is positive infi- 
nite. Hence, cb’ - a’ > 0, contrary to assumption. 
2.5. Let b be positive infinite and suppose that a’ - cb’ < 0 for some 
constant c. Then a - (c + S)b < 0 for any positive constant 6. 
Proof. Suppose a - (c + 8)b > 0 then a - cb = a - (c + 6)b + 66 
is positive inhnite and so a’ - rb’ > 0. This is contrary to assumption. 
Next we prove 
2.6. THEOREM. Let G be a regular ordered dtflerentialfield and let a be 
a positive constant in G. Then the dtxerential equation, 
2.7. y” + ay = 0 
has only the triviaI solution y = 0 in G. 
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Proof. Let y satisfy 2.7. Then 
2y’y” + 2ayy’ = 0, 
D((y’j2 + ay”) = 0, 
2.8. (y’)” + ay2 = c 
where c is a constant. This shows that y and y’ are both finite, and so y’ 
and y” are infinitesimal, by 2.3. But then y is infinitesimal, by 2.7, and c 
is infinitesimal, by 2.8. Since c is a nonnegative constant it then follows 
that c = 0 and so y = 0, again by 2.8. This proves the theorem. 
The example of 1.1 is a regular differential field and so is any Hardy 
field that includes the function f(x) = x. 1.2 is not regular, since x is 
negative infinite in the ordering given there. However, a reordering turns 
it into 1.1, i.e., into a regular field. By contrast, no reordering can turn 
the exampIe of 1.5 into a regular field since y = r is a solution of 2.7. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC RELATIONS 
We call relations such as a > b, a x b, a’ < b’ asymptotic relations 
since this is what they are for the case of a Hardy field. We shall now 
show that several of the known fundamental connections between the 
various asymptotic relations are valid for all regular ordered differential 
fields. 
3.1. THEOREM. Suppose that a or b is infinite. Then a < b if and only if 
a’ < b’; and b < a if and only ifb’ < a’; and a =: b if and onIy if a’ =: b’. 
Proof. The statement of the conclusion is symmetrical with respect 
to a and b, so we may suppose without loss of generality that b is infinite. 
Moreover a < b if and only if -a < -b, so we may even assume that b 
is positive infinite. It then follows that b’ is positive. 
Suppose first that a’ < b’. Suppose that a/b is not infinitesimal. Then 
( a/b 1 > c for some positive c. If a > 0, then a - cb > 0, while at the 
same time a’ - (c/2) b’ < 0 and so a - cb < 0, by 2.5, for 6 = c/2. If 
a < 0, consider, instead -a. 
Suppose next that b’ < a’. If I a/b I is not positive infinite, then there 
exists a positive constant c such that a/b < c for some positive constant c. 
At the same time, a’/b’ is infinite and so a’ - 2cb’ > 0 provided a’ > 0. 
Hence, by 2.4, for 6 = c, a - cb > 0, a/b > c. This is a contradiction, 
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which proves the required implication in this case. If a’ is not positive 
it must be negative, so we replace a by --a. 
Suppose next that a’ x b’. This cannot involve a’ = 6’ = 0, for in that 
case both a and b would be constant, and b is assumed to be positive 
infinite. Hence both a’ and b’ are different from 0. Assume in the first 
place that a is positive. If a/b is infinite, we then have a - cb > 0 for any 
positive c and so a’ - (c/2) b’ > 0, by 2.5, for 6 = c/2. But then al/b’ 
would be infinite, which is contrary to assumption. If a/b is infinitesimal, 
then a - cb < 0 for all c > 0 and so a’ - 2cb’ < 0, by 2.4, for 6 = c. 
It then follows that al/b’ is either infinitesimal or negative, or both. But 
if a/b is infinitesimal, b/a must be infinite, actually positive infinite, and 
so (b/a)’ > 0, ab’ - a’b > 0, a/b > a//b’ > 0, a’/b’ must be infinitesimal, 
contrary to assumption. This completes the argument for a > 0. If a < 0, 
consider instead --a. The case a = 0 cannot arise for then a’ = 0, a’ < b’. 
We have shown that a’ < b’ implies a < b, a’ > b’ implies a > b, 
and a’ x b’ implies a x b. But the three relations <, >, and x:, are 
mutually exclusive and, together, exhaust all possibilities. This shows 
that, at the same time, a < b implies a’ < b’, a > b implies a’ > b’, 
a x b implies a’ =: 6’ and completes the proof of 3.1. 
3.2. THEOREM. Suppose that a or b is infinite. Then a N b if and only 
ifa’ -b’. 
Proof. We may again assume, without loss of generality, that b is 
positive infinite, so that b’ > 0. Suppose that a’ - b’. That is to say, if h, 
and h, are any two constants such that 0 < h, -C 1 < h, , then 
i.e., a’ - h,b’ > 0, a’ - A,b’ < 0. Now let 6 be any positive constant. 
Then 2.4 and 2.5 imply that a - (h, - 6)b > 0 and a - (h, + 6)b < 0, 
and so 
A, - 6 -c a/b < A, + 8. 
This shows that a - b. 
Assume next that a -b. Suppose there exists a constant c > 1 such 
that al/b’ 3 c, a’ - cb’ > 0. Then 2.4 implies, for 6 = i(c - I), that 
a - +(c + 1)b > 0, a/b > i(c + 1) > 1. This contradicts a - b. Also, 
if there is a constant c < 1 such that a’/b’ < c, a’ - cb’ < 0, then 2.5 
implies, for 6 = $(l - c) that a - &(c + 1)b < 0, a/b < +(c + 1) < 1, 
which again contradicts a - b. Hence, a’ - b’, the proof is complete. 
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4. THE EXPONENTIAL FUNCTIONS 
We may also derive asymptotic relations for particular elements of 
a regular ordered differential field G. In the abstract setting of differential 
algebra, the exponential function eaz is replaced by a solution of the 
differential equation y’ - ay = 0, where we have no control over a 
multiplicative constant in the solution. Thus, if we want the solution to 
be positive, we have to introduce a special assumption to this effect. 
4.1. THEOREM. Let y = E be a non-zero solution of the equation 
4.2. y’ - ay = 0 
in a regular ordered difSerentia1 field G, where a is a positive constant. 
Then E is injinite. Also, for any positive integer n, E > xn. 
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that E is positive. 
If E were not infinite then E’ would be infinitesimal, by 2.3. Then E 
would be infinitesimal, by 4.2, and so E-l would be positive infinite, and 
D(E-l) would be positive, -E’lE2 > 0, E’ < 0. But then E < 0, by 4.2, 
a contradiction. It follows that E is (positive) infinite. 
Let n be any positive integer and suppose that E/x” is finite. Then 
E ’ ( 1 aE nE yT =-$- 
is infinitesimal, by 2.3, and so E/xn is infinitesimal since a - (n/x) is 
infinitely close to a. It follows that x”/E is positive infinite, and so, by 2.1, 
xn ’ 
( 1 
nx”-lE - xnaE -zzz 
E ES > 0, 
which implies IZ - ax > 0. But this is impossible since a is positive and x 
is positive infinite. This completes the proof of 4.1. 
Consider the field G = R(x, eX) where R is the field of real numbers. 
This is (by a slight abuse of language) a Hardy field. Then E = en satisfies 
the conditions of 4.1. This shows that the conclusion of 4.1 is not only 
analogous to familiar results about the growth of the exponential function 
but actually includes them as a special case. 
5. THE LOGARITHM 
Within our framework, the logarithmic function is, up to a constant, 
represented by the solutions of the equation xy’ - 1 = 0. 
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5.1. THEOREM. Let y = L be a solution of the equation 
5.2. xy’ - 1 = 0 
in a regular ordered difSerentia1 field G. Then L is not negative injinite and 
not injinitesimal and L” < x for all positive integers n. 
Proof. L cannot be negative infinite, for then L’ = l/x would have 
to be negative, by 2.1. Also, XL must be infinite, for if not then 
(XL)’ = 1 + L would be infinitesimal, L would be infinitely close to -1 
and so XL would still be (negative) infinite. Now suppose that L is infini- 
tesimal. Then l/L is infinite and since (I/L)’ = -l/xL2 is negative L 
must be negative infinitesimal. But then -XL would be positive infinite 
although (-XL)’ = - 1 - L would be negative. This is impossible, so L 
cannot be infinitesimal. 
Next we show that L” < x for all positive integers n. For n = 1, this 
is a consequence of L’ < x’ (i.e., l/x < l), by 3.1. Suppose the assertion 
has been proved for n 3 1. Since (L”+l)’ = (n + 1) Ln/x, we then have 
(L”+l)’ < x’ and so Ln+l < x, again by 3.1. This completes the proof 
of 5.1. 
Notice that we have not proved that L is positive infinite, as is the case 
for the ordinary logarithm. In this direction, we shall show only 
5.2. THEOREM. Suppose that the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 are 
satisfied and that, in addition, the field qf constants of G is Archimedean. 
Then L is positive injinite. 
Proof. Suppose that the assumptions of 5.1 are satisfied, but that L 
is smaller than some integer. L cannot be smaller than all integers, by 5.1. 
Accordingly, let m be the smallest integer such that L < m. Consider 
(x(m-L))‘=m-L-l. 
If x(m - L) is (positive) infinite, then m - L - 1 > 0, L < m - 1, 
which is contrary to the choice of m. If x(m - L) is finite, then m - L - 1 
is infinitesimal, so m - L is infinitely close to 1, and x(m - L) is infinite, 
a case that has already been shown to be impossible. This proves 5.2. 
We shall construct an example which shows that we cannot discard 
the assumption that the field of constants in 5.2 is Archimedean. For 
this purpose, we shall make use of the following auxiliary result: 
5.3. LEMMA. Let F be a dtzerential Jield with field of constants F,, . 
Let G = F(y) where we define y’ = 0. Then theJield of constants of G, G,, , 
is just F,(y). 
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Proof. Let a E G and suppose first that a E F[y] so that 
5.4. a = a, + a,y + ... + a,y”, aj E F, j = 0 ,..., n. 
Then a’ = a,’ + a,‘y + ... + an’yn . Hence, if a’ = 0 then a,,’ = 
al - ’ - . . . = a, ‘=O,aj~FOforj=O,l ,..., n, and so a E F,,[ y]. More gener- 
ally, consider (a/b) E F( y) where a, b E F[ y] and where we may assume that 
the fraction is reduced (no common factor). Let a be given by 5.4 while 
5.5. b=b,+b,y+..~+b,yn’,bjEF,j=O ,..., m,b,,=l. 
Suppose that a/b is a constant so that (a/b)’ = 0, a’b - ab’ = 0. If b’ = 0 
then a’ = 0 and so a and b are constant and belong to F,[ y] and 
(a/b) E F( y). Accordingly, we may assume that b’ # 0. Then a/b = a/b’ 
and since the fraction a/b was reduced there exists a h E F such that 
a’ = ha, b’ = hb and hence a,’ = haj , j = 0 ,..., n and bi’ = Xbj , 
j = O,..., 172. But b, = 1, so b,’ = 0, h = 0, by’ = 0, j = 0 ,..., n. Hence 
6’ = 0, which is contrary to assumption. This proves 5.3. 
Now let F be the Hardy field which is obtained by adjoining x and 
log x to the field of real numbers, R. Then the field of constants of F, F,, , 
coincides with R. Regarded as an abstract field, F is simply the field 
obtained by adjoining to R two indeterminates, i.e., x and log x (or, 
more precisely the equivalence classes [x] and [log x] as explained in 1.4). 
We extend F to a differential field G by adjoining another indeterminate, 
y, so that G = F(y) and by putting y’ = 0. The field of constants of G is 
G, = F,(y) = R(y), by 5.3. 
In order to define an ordering of G, we proceed as follows. Consider 
the monomials xkym(log x)%. We order these according to the lexicogra- 
phic ordering of the triples (k, m, n). Every non-zero polynomial 
p(x, y, log x) E R[x, y, log x] has a leading term, which is the greatest 
monomial that appears in p multiplied by a non-vanishing real coefficient. 
We define p > 0 if the leading term in p has a positive coefficient. This 
defines an ordering of F according to which an element (p/q) E F is 
positive, where p, q E R[x, y, log x] if and only if the ratio of the coeffi- 
cients of the leading terms of p and q is positive. It is not difficult to see 
that the field obtained in this way is an extension of G as an ordered 
differential field. 
Let (p/q) E G, p, q E R[x, y, log x], where we may assume without loss 
of generality that the coefficient of the leading term of q is 1. Let the 
leading terms of p and q be rx”yi(log x)j and xkym(log x)~, respectively. 
If (p/q) E G, , then we may assume that p, q E R[ y]. R[ y] is cofinal 
with G,. For, given a positive (p/q) E G, with p, q E R[ y], we have 
k = n = 0. If m = 0, there is nothing to be proved. If m > 0, we 
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replace q by 1. This can only increase the fraction and yields an element 
of WI. 
Returning to the general case, we claim that p/q is positive infinite if 
and only if h > k and r > 0. Suppose that this condition is satisfied. 
Then we have to show that p - cq is positive, for any c E G, and, as 
we have seen, we may assume that c E R[JJ]. But then rxhyi(log x)j is 
still the leading term of p - cq since h > 0, h > k, so that the condition 
is sufficient. The condition is also necessary. For if lr > 0 and r < 0, 
thenp-OOp=pisnegative;ifh=O,k>O,p-l.qqO;andif 
h = 0, k = 0, then we may make p - cq negative by choosing for c 
a sufficiently high power of y. 
Suppose now that p/q is positive infinite and consider (p/q)‘. The 
derivative of a monomial with non-negative exponents may contain x 
down to the first negative power, i.e., if the exponent of log x in the 
monomial is positive while the exponent of x is 0. Accordingly, we write 
0 
6, xp’q - xq’p 
4 xq2 ’ 
where both xp’ and xq’ belong to R[x, y, log x]. Evidently, the denomina- 
tor in this expression is positive, so in order that (p/q)’ > 0 it is necessary 
and sufficient that xp’q - xq’p > 0. 
Now the leading term of p’ is rxhyi(log x)j, h > 0, whose derivative is 
xh-lyyi(Iog x)j-1 (k log x +.j). Comparison with the derivatives of the 
remaining terms of p’ then shows that hrxh+‘“yi+m(log ~)j+~ is the leading 
term of xp’q. Similarly, if k > 0, then the leading term of 
xp’p is krxh+kyi+nl(log x)‘+~, so the leading term of xp’q - xq’p is 
(h - k) rxh+kyi+m(log x)j+n, whose coefficient, (h - k)r, is positive. Hence, 
in this case, xp’q - xq’p > 0, (p/q)’ > 0, in agreement with 2.1. If k = 0, 
then the leading term of q, ym(log x)~ contributes nx-ly”(log x)%-l to q’, 
and nrxhyi+“l(log ~)j+~-l to xq’p. If II > 0, then this is the leading term of 
xq’p but the monomial in it is smaller than the monomial xhyi+nL(log x)$+‘~ 
in the leading term of xp’q. If n = 0, then the leading term of q’ is some 
sx-ly’(log x)~-~, with I < nz, whose leading term is still smaller than the 
monomial in the leading term of xp’q, unless q is a constant, so that 
q’ = 0. Thus, in all these cases, the leading term of (p/q)‘ is 
krxh+ky’yi+m(log ~)j+~, so (p/q)’ > 0. This shows that G satisfies 2.1. 
Evidently, x’ = 1, where x is positive infinite, so G satisfies also 2.2, G is 
a regular ordered differential field. 
Put L = log x, then L satisfies 5.2, yet it is not infinite, since L < y. 
Or, if we take L = log x - y, then L still satisfies 5.2, yet it is smaller 
than any negative integer. In any case, L cannot be negative infinite, 
by 5.1. 
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